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1 SUMMARY

A while ago, I purchased a Roomba, a small round robot that scurries along my floor and vac-
uums (surely you’ve heard of these by now as they’ve become relatively common). The robot
is quite cute, and I always wonder precisely how the algorithm for determining its actions
work. For this homework, you will write some code that controls a virtual Roomba vacuum
robot, and try to construct an algorithm that best cleans the floors of some virtual rooms.
Your summary:

1. Download the starter code and import the project into Eclipse.

2. Implement the makeMove method in the Roomba class.

3. FILES TO DOWNLOAD: Roomba.zip

4. FILES TO SUBMIT: MyRoomba.java

1.1 DOWNLOAD AND REVIEW CONTENTS OF STARTER CODE

You can download the starter code for this project from the course repository here. Once you
have done so, you should import the project into Eclipse.
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https://www.irobot.com/For-the-Home/Vacuuming/Roomba.aspx
https://uva-cs.github.io/dsa1/homeworks/BasicJava2/code/Roomba.zip
https://uva-cs.github.io/dsa1/homeworks/BasicJava2/code/Roomba.zip


Importing a project in Eclipse is easy. First, unzip the starter code somewhere on your ma-
chine. Then, within Eclipse, simply navigate to the File –> Import menu. Several options will
appear next. Select Existing Projects into Workspace and click Next. Another dialog will ap-
pear asking you for the path to the folder where the project exists. Press Browse next to Select
Root Directory and navigate to the project folder. Then, simply click Finish and you should
see the project appear within the left hand bar of Eclipse. Note: Your version of Eclipse might
differ slightly, but the process should be similar / very close to what is listed above.

There are several Classes that already exist in the project, that we will enumerate here:

• package main

– Main.java: Contains the main method. Instantiates a room, determines the room
size, creates a Roomba with initial location in room, and starts the simulation.
You DO NOT need to change anything in this file, unless you want to tweak the
numbers to change parameters of the similarity. Play around with it if you want
to!

– MyRoomba.java: Your primary task is to write the makeMove() method in this
class. See more details below.

• package world

– Move.java: An enum that lists the valid moves a Roomba can make (move for-
ward, turn clockwise, or turn counterclockwise). The makeMove() method should
return one of these.

– RoomTile.java: The different types of tiles that can exist in a room. A tile is either
dirty, clean, or blocked (e.g., furniture is located there). You do not need to look
at this file unless you want to.

– Room.java: Defines a full room, made up of many RoomTile objects. You do not
need to look at this file unless you want to.

– Roomba.java: Defines the overall behavior of a Roomba. You may look at this
class but you cannot change any of the code.

– RoombaGui.java: Code for the visual interface of the project. You do not need to
look at this file unless you want to.

– RoombaSimulator.java: Overall simulator that handles the number of cycles be-
fore Roomba must be done, handles Roomba’s movement, etc. You do not need
to look at this file unless you want to.
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Note that you should only be writing the makeMove() method in MyRoomba.java. You can
safely ignore everything else.

1.2 IMPLEMENT MAKING MOVES

The move making method has the following signature:

1 public Move makeMove ();

Your only task is to write this method. We’ve provided a VERY simple implementation to get
you started. Your method must return an instance of Move, specifically the move you’d like
your Roomba to make this round. you can return Move.FORWARD, Move.TURNCLOCKWISE,
OR Move.TURNCOUNTERCLOCKWISE

1 public Move makeMove (){
return Move.FORWARD; //this robot will always move forward
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Notice that your Roomba cannot see the room directly. This means, you need some other
means of detecting the world around you. The actual Roomba uses several sensors to look at
the environment. The simulator you are given provides the following:

• this.frontBumper: This boolean is set to true if the front of your Roomba has come in
contact with a blocked room tile OR the edge of the room.

• this.infraredSensor: This integer provides the distance of the closest object. More specif-
ically, the closest object is within this number of steps away from Roomba’s center. Note
that for this calculation, a diagonal move is considered the same distance as a cardinal
move.

• this.wallSensor: This sensor (boolean) is set to true if and only if there is an object or
wall directly to the right of Roomba’s current position. This is useful for tracing along
wall and around objects if desired.

You should use the variables listed above in order to make decisions about what your Roomba
should do next. Roomba cannot look at the room / furniture layout directly. For example, you
can use this.frontBumper to see when you’ve hit a wall and return this.TURNCLOCKWISE to
turn the roomba).
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1.3 THINKING IN TERMS OF "FRAMES"

This assignment works very similarly to how programming a game might work. You need to
imagine / remember that your makeMove() method is being called repeatedly (about 60 times
per second). This means your Roomba is constantly making decisions about what to do for
the next 16 milliseconds or so only. Then the makeMove() method is invoked AGAIN to make
a decision about what to do for the next 16 milliseconds, etc.

It might help to imagine that your makeMove() method is inside of a while loop (it is!), and
write the method so that it only make a small decision right now. Remember that your
method will run again and reevaluate the decision very soon so Roomba isn’t committed to
this action for very long.

1.4 REQUIREMENTS

For submitting this homework, your makeMove() method must adhere to the following re-
quirements:

• you MUST have at least three if statements in your method.

• your Roomba MUST use some amount of randomness in decision making (i.e., your
code must invoke Math.random() and use the result in its decision)

• you MUST use each of the sensor variables at least once in your code. Each variable
must actually have an effect on your robot’s decisions (you can’t just print out the value
of a sensor).

• your Roomba should be cleaning more of the room than the simple Roomba we pro-
vided with the starter code (most of the time).

If your code has the items above, you will get a 10/10. Do NOT overthink this. This is an open-
ended assignment and this was done on purpose. Write some code, play around with it / tweak
it a bit, and then turn it in!. This is not meant to be a difficult assignment.
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https://docs.oracle.com/javase/8/docs/api/java/lang/Math.html#random--
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